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Executive Summary
The National Ambulance Service (NAS) within the Health Service Executive (HSE) commissioned Crowe
Howarth in 2015 to prepare a plan in respect of its fleet and equipment management activities. The
predominant focus of the assignment was the NAS vehicle fleet, with the equipment carried on board
taking a secondary focus – separate arrangements are in place for the acquisition, maintenance, renewal
and replacement of capital items such as stretchers, spinal boards, defibrillators, suction pumps and
other equipment carried on board NAS ambulances.
In preparing the plan, it was identified that the NAS currently operates
488 vehicles, of which just over half (53%) are emergency ambulances
(EAs), with the balance being split between intermediate care vehicles,
rapid response vehicles, officer response vehicles, and a variety of other
fleet assets (specific figures are illustrated right).
Under the present arrangements, there is no effective centralised control
of the NAS fleet, and management of the fleet is fragmented across a
wide range of operational roles. There is no professional fleet management
function within the NAS, and responsibilities are held by NAS operational
personnel. There is no reliable fleet database, and no financial information
available to permit the analysis of asset performance or efficiency. The
fleet is also in need of investment, with a significant number of vehicles
operating with very high odometer readings and at an age where they
would normally be expected to have been retired in other comparable
ambulance organisations.
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An effective replacement policy needs to be updated within an overall NAS Fleet Management Policy.
This also needs to take account of a recent decision by the HSE to move towards multi-annual capital
funding arrangements, which will enable the NAS to plan its fleet replacement programme over a
five-year period, recognising that they are high-cost capital assets.
A comprehensive body of work is now required in order to rectify the problems set out in this document.
Within this action plan, we identified 20 specific recommendations, of which one has been defined
as urgent (i.e. for immediate attention), 14 as high priority (i.e. for action commencing at the start of
2016), and five as medium priority (i.e. work taking place largely in 2017).
A more detailed implementation plan is presented in Section 8 of this document; in summary, the main
recommendations are as follows:
URGENT
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Ref.

Recommendation

M

NAS fleet management: The NAS must give active consideration to the adoption of a central fleet
management structure based upon the recommendations presented in Section 5.2.
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HIGH PRIORITY

*

Ref.

Recommendation

A

Fleet Census: The NAS should undertake a fresh, comprehensive census of its fleet, covering both
standard information (such as registration, fleet number, manufacturer, type/model, odometer reading,
location, essential equipment carried etc) and an independent technical assessment of the condition
of each vehicle.

B

Technical Assessment: The technical assessment might be done as a separate exercise (for the whole
of the fleet), or at the time of the next service/maintenance visit – a standard template should be
used and this should be subject to close quality control to ensure accuracy and objectivity. This work
should be undertaken by individuals suitably qualified and experienced (i.e. not by non-technical
NAS or HSE personnel).

C

Fleet Management Software: The NAS should review the use of the FleetWave system to determine
whether it meets its current and emerging requirements, and either upgrade it to current available
functionality for use across the organisation, or replace it with an alternative. Whichever option is
chosen, the use of Excel spreadsheets and local fleet records must be discontinued and the chosen
fleet management system must become the exclusive basis for all fleet data recording and data
access, in addition to being integrated with a single accounting system. (This recommended action
is connected to the actions set out in Section 5 below regarding fleet management within the NAS.)

D

Fleet Size – EAs: The NAS should examine its specific operational requirements in the context of the
National Ambulance Service of Ireland, Emergency Service Baseline & Capacity Review (2016)*, with
a view to reducing the number of EAs required. Account should also be taken of the provision of
emergency ambulances services in Dublin by DFB, and any impact which this may have on the NAS.

E

Fleet Size – RRVs: The NAS should assess the number of RRVs required and their deployment locations
in combination with the capacity review and any associated estimation of the number of EAs required
to meet changing operational requirements, with a view to potential reductions.

F

Fleet Size – ORVs: The NAS should examine the number and deployment of the 71 ORVs which
are currently used in a part-time response role, in the light of the capacity review and in connection
with the assessment of the number of RRVs required (proposed under Recommendation E above).

G

Fleet Size – specialist and support vehicles: The NAS should give serious consideration to reducing/
consolidating the number of these vehicles, given their very low utilisation and high average age.

H

Vehicle retirement and replacement policy: The NAS should develop an appropriate, evidence-based
policy for vehicle retirement and replacement by type, based upon the indicative considerations set
out above, and taking account of the new arrangements for multi-year capital funding. Consideration
should be given to the disposal of the small number of response motorcycles operated by the NAS.

N

NAS area operations: Each NAS operational area should appoint a Liaison Officer to take lead
responsibility for engaging with central fleet management, on a part-time basis.

O

Local responsibilities: Primary responsibility for local record-keeping on a central fleet database will
be held by local operational staff assigned to this duty. They will also be responsible for identifying
maintenance and inspection requirements in relation to locally-operated vehicle assets, and for relaying
such information to the Liaison Officer/central Fleet Controllers.

To be referred to as “capacity review” throughout the document.
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HIGH PRIORITY
Ref.

Recommendation

P

Culture: These new arrangements should involve the development of a collaborative working
relationship between central fleet management and local NAS operations personnel, with open and
regular communication and a flexible/proactive attitude amongst all staff, recognising the importance
of the fleet as a corporate resource. The Director of the NAS, supported by the NAS Leadership Team,
should ensure that such a culture is developed.

Q

NAS fleet financial information: The NAS should move quickly to develop an effective and robust
financial baseline in relation to its fleet. This will include developing a template for the financial
information required for the effective management of the fleet, and the gathering/collation of
necessary financial information broken down across an agreed list of cost headings and by vehicle,
type, manufacturer, model and such other criteria as deemed appropriate. This is a comprehensive
body of work which will require engagement with HSE Finance, and should accordingly be allocated
a high priority by NAS senior management.

R

NAS fleet policy: The NAS should engage external assistance to develop a fleet policy, based upon
tried and tested policy material from other relevant organisations. A small team of NAS personnel
should be involved in this process as a reference and oversight group, with particular focus on the
practical issues of fleet management and operations within the NAS, and on addressing any sensitive
matters included in the policy.

S

Standardise NAS fleet maintenance: the NAS should adopt a standard national approach for fleet
maintenance, whereby all vehicle maintenance activities are provided by franchised agents on the
basis of national contracts. Work should commence immediately to specify and procure these services
to meet the specific requirements of the NAS.

MEDIUM PRIORITY
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Ref.

Recommendation

I

NAS fleet financing options: The use of alternative financing options will depend on the precise
requirements of the NAS for the acquisition, maintenance and management of its fleet assets,
including consideration of the existing fleet. We would suggest that no immediate decisions are
taken on financing options until these requirements have been clarified, and new fleet management
arrangements put into position (including the appointment of an experienced lead manager for
fleet [see Section 5 below], whose views on these matters should be sought in order to assist the
decision-making process).

J

NAS fleet financing policy: The NAS should engage with the HSE in order to determine the policy
position regarding the use of alternative financing options, taking into account new arrangements
for multi-year capital funding.

K

NAS fleet financing supply side: The NAS should undertake or commission a detailed market
sounding exercise, in order to determine the maturity of the supply side to meet its requirements.
This will include an assessment of the availability of suppliers to meet NAS needs, and the likely costs
of alternative financing options.

L

NAS fleet financing business case: The NAS should develop detailed business case to support any
proposed alternative financing options, including a comprehensive assessment of all costs and benefits
(quantifiable and intangible) over a 10 year period, using net present value calculations. This business
case should form the basis for a final decision within the NAS on the most appropriate way forward.
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MEDIUM PRIORITY
Ref.

Recommendation

T

Evaluate smart ambulance technology: the appointment of an Assistant Manager responsible for
fleet technology projects will provide specific focus on all issues connected with the European smart
ambulance initiative, and we recommend that the NAS should become proactively involved in the
European Smart Ambulance Project, with a view to ensuring that the NAS can evaluate effectively the
benefits arising from new technologies and can determine how best these may be addressed, both
with regard to new vehicle specifications and in respect of the modification of existing ambulances.

The current arrangements for fleet management, maintenance, operational control, vehicle acquisition
and disposal, and other related aspects within the NAS require major strengthening, and do not enable
the NAS to exercise adequate control over what is such a critical resource. Significant change is required.
Part of the solution will be the appointment of a new NAS Fleet Manager with specific responsibility
for the fleet, supported by a central team of dedicated and experienced fleet professionals. Time,
however, is of the essence if the NAS is to be able to address the current shortcomings in a serious
and expeditious manner. Given that the new NAS Fleet Manager would be an external appointment
(as there are no suitably qualified candidates currently employed within the NAS), it may take 3 to
6 months for a suitable candidate to be appointed, taking into account standard recruitment times
and any notice period which may need to be served. The same would apply to the Assistant Manager
positions within the central fleet function.
Furthermore, given the time which would be required for these new managers to become fully
familiarised with the NAS, it would be unreasonable to expect them to have any serious capacity to
start implementing the recommendations included in this action plan until perhaps one or two months
after taking up their new positions.
Therefore it is recommended that the NAS consider bringing in external support to make an immediate
start with implementing many of the recommendations contained in this action plan. This will provide
the new NAS Fleet Manager and his/her team with a substantial body of material (e.g. fleet inventory,
new vehicle specifications, draft fleet policy, etc) which they can start to implement immediately,
providing a solid platform for making good progress.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In 2015, Crowe Horwath was commissioned by the HSE National Ambulance Service (NAS) to develop
a plan in relation to the NAS fleet and onboard equipment. The commissioning of this action plan
followed internal analysis by the NAS and external comment by the Health Information and Quality
Authority (HIQA)1 in relation to issues including the following:
u

Unacceptable level of vehicle availability, specifically in respect of Emergency Ambulance (EAs)
and Rapid Response Vehicles (RRVs);

u

Increasing level of EA and RRV vehicle in-service breakdowns and unreliability;

u

Impact of this restricted availability on the NAS performance in meeting demand
and response times;

u

Concerns regarding the safety of vehicles being used by the NAS;

u

Reserve EA and RRV fleet capacity necessary to maintain the desired level of availability;

u

Inadequate fleet maintenance arrangements;

u

Cost of maintaining the NAS fleet;

u

Delay in implementation of the current fleet replacement programme for EAs and RRVs;

u

Applicability of the current fleet replacement policy in relation to the specification
of the vehicles used and the local operating environment;

u

Level of capital expenditure required for the procurement of replacement vehicles
within the NAS fleet;

u

Justification for the support vehicles: Intermediate Care, Special Vehicles and others –
their numbers, role and utilisation;

u

Management of the vehicle fleet function within the NAS and the absence of effective
performance reporting arrangements or clear accountability structures.

As agreed with the Working Group appointed to oversee the project (see Section 1.3 below), the
principal focus of our work was the NAS vehicle fleet, with the equipment carried on board taking a
secondary focus – separate arrangements are in place for the acquisition, maintenance, renewal and
replacement of capital items such as stretchers, spinal boards, defibrillators, suction pumps and other
equipment carried on board NAS ambulances.

1 HIQA, “Review of pre-hospital emergency care services to ensure high quality in the assessment, diagnosis, clinical
management and transporting of acutely ill patients to appropriate healthcare facilities”, Dec 2014
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1.2 Terms of Reference and Key Deliverables
The terms of reference agreed with the NAS in relation to this assignment have focused on the
development of an Action Plan designed to address the following:
u

Develop a baseline of the current fleet; an overall assessment of the fitness for purpose
of the NAS fleet by vehicle type and category of use, taking account of specification conformity,
odometer reading, fleet distribution, equipment reliability, roadworthiness, state of repair,
insurance, fuel usage, defects, infection control, medical equipment and other data

u

Develop a model for the level and mix of vehicles required to meet current and future
demand patterns; This should include a five-year projection for optimum vehicle replacements
by category and type, and a vehicle retirement and replacement policies (e.g. related to age
or odometer reading).

u

Examination and recommendation of financing options for vehicle replacement;
Capital investment, leasing, contract hire, outsourcing of all fleet provision
(inc. maintenance and fleet management), etc. to ensure best value for money.

u

Develop a Vehicle Maintenance Program; examine the current fleet maintenance arrangements,
including an assessment of the costs and benefits involved in retaining existing fleet
maintenance arrangements vs. alternative models (e.g. national or regional contracts,
groupings by vehicle type/manufacturer, etc).

u

Review and update current vehicle management policies; Review existing policies
and identify changes necessary to support implementation of the strategy.

u

Identify emerging trends in vehicle technology; review emerging trends in vehicle technology
and identify those trends that need to be incorporated into the fleet and equipment strategy.

u

Recommend any improvements needed in management structures, management systems and IT
systems; review the monitoring and reporting of vehicle usage, maintenance, financial costs and
ensuring the provision of appropriate management information at all levels including clear KPI’s
for fleet and equipment management.

1.3 Approach to this Assignment
This assignment was overseen by a small Working Group, consisting of the following:
u

Director NAS – Chair

u

Clinical Engineering

u

NAS Fleet Manager

u

ICT

u

Procurement

u

Finance.

The execution of this assignment involved a series of site visits to NAS locations in all operational areas,
and direct engagement with senior NAS managers responsible for the fleet at both national and area
levels. Given considerations of time and budget, our work specifically excluded any direct technical
review or examination of the NAS fleet, but instead was based on documentary records.
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A further issue to note is that this document is, first and foremost, an action plan designed to take
the NAS from a relatively low base in relation to its fleet to a position of substantial improvement.
This will entail investment not just in the vehicle assets used by the NAS, but in the management,
systems, processes and organisational infrastructure (including people) needed to ensure that such
a vital resource is managed effectively. Because the NAS is starting from a low base, some elements
contained within the terms of reference presented above must be regarded as a work in progress – for
example, the NAS lacks accurate and reliable data in respect of the operation and cost of the fleet,
meaning that currently it is not possible to provide a full baseline of the NAS Fleet as required under
the first item in the terms of reference.
However, the action plan is comprehensive and addresses each area included in the terms of reference:
it provides a roadmap for the NAS to follow which will enable the organisation to realise major
improvements in its fleet over the next 24 months, and to be compliant with best international practice.
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2 Current NAS Fleet Baseline
2.1 The Current Fleet Baseline
Analysis of NAS fleet data from May 2015 shows that the number of vehicles in service is 488, broken
down into the following categories:
u

Emergency Ambulances (EAs) – 260;

u

Intermediate Care Vehicles (ICVs) – 50;

u

Rapid Response Vehicles (RRVs) – 49;

u

Officer Response Vehicles (ORVs) – 71:

u

Special/Other Vehicles – 58.

This is illustrated as follows:
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2.2 Issues to be Addressed with the Current Fleet
Foremost of concern is the high average age and condition of NAS front line vehicles, and the
consequent high odometer readings recorded across the fleet. The average age of the 260 Emergency
Ambulances is now over 5 years, including 39 (15%) that have covered in excess of 400,000 Kms.
Fleet size and average age have both increased as a result of replaced vehicles being retained in use.
Assessment (using documentary material) of a limited number of ambulances in the three operating
areas identified concerns regarding their roadworthiness and fitness for purpose due to inadequate
specification and poor maintenance standards, and that many of these front line vehicles require
significant upgrade or replacement for a variety of reasons, including:
u

deterioration in mechanical condition;

u

unreliability in use;

u

excessive downtime;

u

deteriorating aesthetic appearance;

u

inadequate medical equipment installation/stowage;

u

absence of an effective programme for internal cleaning/infection control;

u

absence of installed navigation system;

u

absence of medical telemetry (patient monitoring/data).

NAS Emergency Ambulance specifications have not kept pace with the vehicle and communication
technology now becoming available to support the role of paramedic crews and to enable them to
make full use of the medical equipment now required to be carried on these vehicles.

2.3 Fleet Database
The NAS maintains its fleet data on a combination of the FleetWave system (managed centrally) and
local records generally held on Excel spreadsheets, but also uses supplier procurement software. Our
concerns around the management of data include:

10

u

The FleetWave system, as installed within the NAS, is not used across the organisation
and does not appear to have been upgraded onto the most recent release. It should be
noted that FleetWave is a highly successful server-based product (accessed in NAS from HSE
sites) in use across a very large customer base. Its fitness for purpose within the NAS is related
to its roll-out and use, and to the outdated version of the software.

u

The quality of much of the data relating to the NAS fleet is questionable – this is entirely
consistent with having distributed responsibilities for the management of the fleet, no standard
policies or practices for fleet data recording, and no centrally consolidated fleet records
(i.e. a “single source of truth”).
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2.4 Recent Developments with the NAS Fleet
This report, and the analysis contained within it, is based upon data provided by the NAS to Crowe
Horwath during 2015. Some of the data provided may be from an earlier year, giving rise to the
recommendation (below) for a fresh census to be conducted of the NAS fleet.
The reader should note that during the period when the Crowe Horwath team was reviewing the NAS
fleet and preparing this action plan, improvements were being made to the fleet. In 2015, the NAS
made significant investment in the purchase of new EAs. An additional 11 new vehicles were added
to the fleet profile in 2015, and 53 current EAs were replaced with new vehicles.
In 2016, the NAS intends to replace a further 85 EA vehicles. This will mean that a total of 149
replacement or additional vehicles will have been commissioned between 2015 and 2016. This means
that 56% of the EA fleet will be less than 18 months old. This is a significant improvement in the EA
fleet profile but the fact remains that a robust, sustainable schedule of vehicle replacements must
continue every year to maintain and strengthen this fleet profile.
Whilst this investment is very welcome and much-needed, ongoing work will be required within
the NAS to ensure that fleet management is properly resourced in terms of personnel, IT systems,
finances, procedures, and procurement and contractual arrangements. All of the recommendations
presented in this action plan take the present position into account and geared towards future fleet
sustainability within the NAS.

2.5 Recommended Actions
A

Fleet Census: The NAS should undertake a fresh, comprehensive census of its fleet, covering both
standard information (such as registration, fleet number, manufacturer, type/model, odometer reading,
location, essential equipment carried etc) and an independent technical assessment of the condition
of each vehicle.

B

Technical Assessment: The technical assessment might be done as a separate exercise (for the whole
of the fleet), or at the time of the next service/maintenance visit – a standard template should be
used and this should be subject to close quality control to ensure accuracy and objectivity. This work
should be undertaken by individuals suitably qualified and experienced (i.e. not by non-technical
NAS or HSE personnel).

C

Fleet Management Software: The NAS should review the use of the FleetWave system to determine
whether it meets its current and emerging requirements, and either upgrade it to current available
functionality for use across the organisation, or replace it with an alternative. Whichever option is
chosen, the use of Excel spreadsheets and local fleet records must be discontinued and the chosen
fleet management system must become the exclusive basis for all fleet data recording and data
access, in addition to being integrated with a single accounting system. (This recommended action
is connected to the actions set out in Section 5 below regarding fleet management within the NAS.)
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3 Future NAS Fleet Model
3.1 Emergency Ambulances
Determining the optimum number of Emergency Ambulances (EAs) and Rapid Response Vehicles
(RRVs) and their deployment locations is essentially an operational decision which will be informed
by both historical data and future projections of anticipated Echo and Delta call volumes within the
areas to be served within the respective 8/19 minute response times.
(In this context, the ongoing work within the NAS regarding the capacity review [not published at
the time of writing this report] which sets out certain recommendations in respect of the optimum
NAS operational service model – this will have a significant impact on the future fleet requirements
in terms of vehicle numbers, operating locations, and deployment arrangements.)
The core number of EAs required has been previously assessed by the NAS at 180 (as compared with
260 in current service). This figure excludes ICVs, RRVs and specialist emergency vehicles for which
no assessment of core numbers or deployment locations has been provided.
A modern and well-maintained fleet of EAs should be capable of operating efficiently with a spare or
reserve capacity to provide operational resilience and maintenance downtime of 33%, compared with
the current 44%. This would indicate that if the EA core fleet remains confirmed at 180 (notwithstanding
what may emerge from the Lightfoot Capacity Review), then the total number of EAs required could
be reduced by 20 from the present 260 to 240.
This discounts the contribution made by the 50 ICVs in supporting the EA Fleet by transporting nonemergency patients or the additional, unquantified, response support provided by RRVs and ORVs.

3.2 Dublin Fire Brigade
A further consideration which will impact on the number of EAs required by the NAS is the position
within Dublin, where a significant proportion of emergency calls are attended to by Dublin Fire Brigade,
generally by the DFB EAs but occasionally by DFB fire appliances and advanced paramedic response
vehicles/RRVs. Determining the number and deployment of NAS EAs in Dublin will depend on any
future decisions to be reached regarding the provision of emergency ambulance services in Dublin.

3.3 NAS Response Vehicles
Whilst no indication of the core requirement for RRVs has been provided, there are currently 49 in use.
The numbers required and their deployment locations need to be determined in combination with
the capacity review and any associated estimation of the number of EAs required to meet changing
operational requirements.
The reserve capacity of RRVs can be lower than EAs, at 20%, as they are likely to require less downtime
for maintenance.
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Officer Response Vehicles (ORVs) are not front line response vehicles and are located at the place of
work of the officer/paramedic to whom they are allocated. It would appear that some ORVs are used
in an occasional emergency response role, for example when a mobile ORV is the nearest available
asset. The numbers of these vehicles and their deployment locations does not appear to have formed
part of any strategy to meet key response performance requirements and their contribution to meeting
overall call response times targets is unknown.
The availability and actual utilisation of ORVs is not currently a matter of record. This omission needs to
be rectified to provide essential data necessary as a preliminary to reviewing the benefits of retaining
these 71 vehicles in a part-time response role.

3.4 Specialist and Support Vehicles
There are now multiple specialist and support vehicles which are not used in a response role but remain
on standby for major incidents and events needing a specialist response. Whilst the requirement for
these vehicles was originally established within the previous Health Boards structure, the creation of the
HSE and the NAS, and the national centralisation of control and dispatch, indicate that the numbers of
these specialist and support vehicles could now be reduced and their deployment locations reviewed
accordingly, without compromising the capability or effectiveness of this support.
Present numbers, to be reduced, are as follows:
NUMBER

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

4

DECU

Decontamination units, two of which are now over 16 years old. One has an average
utilisation of 1500 kms p.a.

8

EEC

Emergency Equipment Carriers

These 17 vehicles, vans and small trucks, perform
the same function and 5 are now over 12 years old.

9

ISV

Incident Support Vehicles

There are also 5 vehicles each of which has an
average utilisation of less than 3000 kms p.a.

1

FVC

Forward Control Vehicle

These 5 Control Vehicles perform the same function.
4 are now over 10 years old and one is 19 years old.

4

MCV

Mobile Control Vehicles

There are 3 each with an average utilisation of less
than 2000 kms p.a.
There is considerable scope to reduce the numbers
of these vehicles, without any adverse impact on the
major incident support capacity, with attendant cost
savings on vehicles, maintenance, repairs and fuel.

9

4x4

These are all large 4 x 4 vehicles with an off-road capability.
Four are converted as stretcher carriers. These vehicles are not classed as ambulances
and their role is unclear other than to access casualties in remote off-road locations.
All of these vehicles are now between 13 and 17 years old and utilisation is very low.

6

MBUS

All of these Minibuses are now over 10 years old, with annual utilisation averaging
between 10,000 and 32,000 kms p.a.
If there is a continuing need for the NAS to be operating this type of vehicle then
their replacement is probably now required in the interests of safety and reducing
maintenance costs.
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NUMBER

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

3

MECH

Two vans and a car are provided for the use of Vehicle Mechanics. The car is 14 years old.
Utilisation ranges from 12,000 to 50,000 kms per vehicle p.a. Retention of these vehicles
should be considered within the wider review of the fleet maintenance arrangements
within the NAS.

6

STV

The acronym suggests Special Type Vehicles, but in fact this total includes 3 Vans, 1
small 4x4,1 large 4x4, and one other vehicle. All are over 9 years old and utilisation to
date is low. As with the 4x4 vehicles (above) it is most likely that these vehicles have
been retained for use after replacement, without any continuing operational role or
justification. Early disposal is advised to obtain what little residual asset value remains
and to prevent any further expenditure on operating costs.

3.5 Vehicle Retirement and Replacement Policy
Significant work is required in the NAS to formalise and update its current policy for the replacement
of its vehicle fleet. At present, many vehicles are retained after replacement resulting in an expanding
fleet size, with associated increases in operating and maintenance costs.
An effective replacement policy needs to be updated within an overall NAS Fleet Management Policy
as suggested in Section 5.5 below. This also needs to take account of a recent decision by the HSE to
move towards multi-annual capital funding arrangements, which will enable the NAS to plan its fleet
replacement programme over a five-year period, recognising that they are high-cost capital assets.
Determination of the optimum replacement point for a vehicle involves a calculation of the minimum
Whole Life Cost being identified as the future point where the escalating operating and maintenance
costs, when combined with the reducing depreciation cost, are at an optimum position.
Vehicle depreciation is not projected on a straight-line basis as it is always greatest during the early
period of ownership, whilst maintenance costs are more closely linked to the rate of utilisation (kms
p.a.) and tend to increase towards the end of a vehicle’s life as additional maintenance is needed and
the risk of major repair costs increases.
Factors such as initial purchase cost, diminishing residual value and the escalating costs of maintenance
and repairs associated with the projected level of utilisation (kms run) are combined to predict the
cumulative minimum.
This results in different policies being necessary for each category of vehicle and for these policies to be
reviewed and adjusted over time, as external influences on the key factors of initial cost, depreciation
and maintenance need to be taken into account.
Specialised vehicles such as Emergency Ambulances tend to require extended service lives due to their
low or non-existent residual value. For these vehicles, therefore, the greatest influences on service life
are reliability in use, maintenance costs and downtime (loss of use), which are generally related to the
level of cumulative utilisation achieved.
Many Ambulance Services opt for a relatively short, 5 year, life for their Emergency Ambulances which
may be averaging 80,000 kms p.a. in order to maintain reliability and reduce the risk of in-service
breakdown. This may not represent the optimum service life from a whole life cost perspective, but
the premium is considered to be justified when reliability is paramount.
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A range of replacement policies for the different categories of vehicle use therefore needs to be
calculated after a detailed study of the vehicle market in Ireland to determine capital cost, disposal
values, maintenance costs, operating costs and short term replacement costs.
As an example, a range of replacement policies for appropriately specified vehicles could be as follows:
Vehicle Category

Replacement at: (whichever occurs first)
Age (Years)*

Kms*

Emergency Ambulance (CEN – EA) Chassis – cab + body

6

400,000

Intermediate Care Vehicle (ICV) Chassis – cab + body

6

400,000

Emergency Ambulance (CEN – EA) Van conversion

5

250,000

Rapid Response Vehicle (RRV) Modified Estate/Saloon Car

5

150,000

Officers Response Vehicle (ORV) Modified Estate/Saloon Car

5

150,000

Minibus (MBUS) Standard Type

8

200,000

Van (< 3.5t) (EEC/ISV) Standard Type

8

250,000

Car Medium. Standard Type. Unmodified.

4

120,000

* NB: These are only indicative values. Actual policy needs to be informed by analysis of the current market in Ireland, and by
the costing of the full life cycle of the vehicles (recommended later in Section 5.4 of this report within Recommendation Q).

The NAS also operates a small number of response motorcycles which have low utilisation (i.e. ranging
from 1,500 km per annum to 4,400 km p.a.). Rather than suggest a replacement policy, we would
suggest that the NAS considers disposal of these vehicles as their low level of utilisation probably does
not justify their retention. There may also be a limited number of NAS personnel trained and qualified
to operate these vehicles.
Replacement criteria for the existing NAS fleet need additional consideration, particularly for the EAs.
In the past, the NAS acquired a number of vehicles – some older examples may still be in use – that
were underpowered and exhibited poor reliability and high maintenance costs. For any such vehicles
still on the NAS fleet, premature replacement may be more cost effective than incurring the on-going
costs of major component repairs.
However, these issues can only be properly considered in the context of the recommended
fleet census outlined in Section 2.5 above – not enough detail is known about the NAS fleet
at present to enable informed decisions to be reached.
In addition to these fleet replacement criteria, it would be advisable to have a repair limit defined to
avoid incurring high repair costs on a vehicle with limited remaining service life and little or no residual
value. This would need to be a variable repair limit, linked to initial purchase cost, replacement cost, age
and utilisation to date. Repair cost estimates above this threshold would render the vehicle “Beyond
Economic Repair” (BER) and eligible to be disposed of prematurely.
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3.6 Recommended Actions

16

D

Fleet Size – EAs: The NAS should examine its specific operational requirements in the context of
the capacity review, with a view to reducing the number of EAs required. Account should also be
taken of the provision of emergency ambulances services in Dublin by DFB, and any impact which
this may have on the NAS.

E

Fleet Size – RRVs: The NAS should assess the number of RRVs required and their deployment locations
in combination with the capacity review and any associated estimation of the number of EAs required
to meet changing operational requirements, with a view to potential reductions.

F

Fleet Size – ORVs: The NAS should examine the number and deployment of the 71 ORVs which
are currently used in a part-time response role, in the light of the capacity review and in connection
with the assessment of the number of RRVs required (proposed under Recommendation E above).

G

Fleet Size – specialist and support vehicles: The NAS should give serious consideration to reducing/
consolidating the number of these vehicles, given their very low utilisation and high average age.

H

Vehicle Retirement and Replacement Policy: The NAS should develop an appropriate, evidence-based
policy for vehicle retirement and replacement by type, based upon the indicative considerations set
out above, and taking account of the new arrangements for multi-year capital funding. Consideration
should be given to the disposal of the small number of response motorcycles operated by the NAS.
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4 Financing Options
4.1 Overview
There are various options available to the NAS for the funding of its vehicle assets, including:
u

Outright purchase using allocated capital funds – the status quo;

u

Finance Loans;

u

Operating Lease, with or without maintenance;

u

Contract Hire;

u

Loan Finance from a bank or similar funding provider.

The suitability of each of these alternatives will depend to a great extent upon the financial policy
of the HSE/NAS and the relevant importance of:
u

a real need to improve/reduce cash flow and the level of capital funding required
for asset procurement;

u

a need to reduce the value of assets on the balance sheet;

u

a more predictable or fixed annual cost of asset provision and maintenance;

u

funding the provision of vehicle assets as revenue expenditure;

u

removing the risk on asset depreciation;

u

a need to generate cash income from the sale and leaseback of existing assets;

u

the cost of external funding provision from private sectors.

All of these factors need to be fully considered prior to embarking on any change of funding policy.
Furthermore, these need to be reviewed on a regular basis, as factors such as the availability of capital
funding, interest rates for external funding and VAT/corporate tax rules are all liable to fluctuation and
may influence the perceived advantage of any previous policies.
Future arrangements for vehicle acquisition should also take account of the new multi-annual capital
funding arrangements within the HSE.
Management of the assets and the need for effective control over the implementation of any of
the available alternatives will vary, particularly where vehicle maintenance and repairs are included
within a lease or hire contract. Whilst the resources required for the management of lease or hire
contracts which include maintenance and repairs will be less than those options which impose total
responsibility for the management of maintenance and repairs on the NAS (as at present), there will
continue to be a need for effective management of such contracts at a national level – by staff with
relevant skills and expertise.
Prior to considering some of the benefits and disadvantages of each of the alternative funding options,
it is necessary to consider that not only do contracts of this type need to be managed nationally, to
ensure the uniformity of service obtained by each of the areas utilising these assets, but the financial
accounting needs also to be managed through a single financial system and recorded on a central
asset register.
Any changes to the NAS asset financing policy should only be made after a wider review of the fleet
maintenance arrangements and full consideration of how these are to be provided.
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4.2 Supply Side Considerations
One very significant issue which will impact on any use of alternative financing options is the maturity
of the supply side in Ireland. Whilst there is an active industry focused on the provision of leased
vehicles to businesses, this generally involves standard cars and light commercial vehicles with minimal
modification. Highly specialist vehicles such as EAs, RRVs and ICVs may be viewed by the leasing
industry as overly complex or risky, and the fact that there is limited capacity to sell such vehicles on
after the end of their contract is also likely to be a significant disincentive.
Engagement with potential service providers was not undertaken as part of this assignment; should
the NAS wish to pursue any of the alternative financing options more seriously, some form of market
engagement would be an important determinant of whether any option is viable and what the relevant
costs and benefits might be.

4.3 Benefits and Limitations of Alternative Financing Options
4.3.1 Outright Purchase
This is the “status quo” with assets procured by open tender via the Office for Government Procurement
(OGP) and funded from allocated capital. Assets are currently recorded on different area finance systems
and there is no defined replacement, renewal, or disposal policy.

18

BENEFITS

LIMITATIONS

Suitable for all types of vehicular assets used/required
by the NAS;

Payment in full at total capital cost, including VRT/VAT
at prevailing rate, is due by delivery date;

Asset is on balance sheet;

No maintenance or repair costs are included in cost;

No limit on period of ownership;

Need for full value of capital cost to be agreed and
available prior to taking delivery of asset;

Can be disposed of at any time without restriction;

Full risk of ownership cost, residual value and
depreciation remains with NAS;

Can include cost of new body/fittings/special
equipment;

All assets are on the balance sheet until fully amortised
or disposed;

Can include partial refurbishment/re-use of body and
equipment.

Assets are often retained when replaced or no longer
justified – increasing continued high maintenance costs.
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4.3.2 Finance Lease
Asset procurement can be processed as above, and the asset value can then be obtained from a lease
company – who would then lease/hire the asset to the NAS for a defined period.
A separate tender would need to be issued to obtain bids for the provision of lease finance.
In Irish Commercial law there is no distinction made between a finance lease and an operating lease.
Accounting for leases under Irish GAAP is undertaken in accord with SSAP21.
BENEFITS

LIMITATIONS

Reduced need for capital funds as the initial
procurement cost of the asset is retrieved by the sale
at the same value to the lease company;

Asset remains on NAS Balance Sheet;

Can include the cost of the vehicle, body and any
special equipment;

Depreciation and residual value risk remain partially
with NAS;

Can include partial body refurbishment/refitting as
required;

Contract term will be limited, usually to a maximum
of 5 years for vehicular assets;

Appropriate for all vehicle types used/required by
the NAS;

Maintenance and repairs are not included;

Capital can be raised from the sale and lease-back of
existing assets owned by the NAS;

Lease costs can be high due to the level of depreciation
included;

Improved cash-flow with lease charges classed as
revenue expenditure;

Asset has to be sold to a third party at the end of the
term and the proceeds may be returned to/shared with
the lessee if they exceed the required final payment.

Lease charges are generally fixed for the term of the
contract.

4.3.3 Operating Lease
Asset procurement can be processed as for outright purchase, with the asset then being sold to a
lease company for the same value and the capital funds retrieved. The asset can then be leased/hired
to the NAS for a defined period. A separate tender will need to be published to obtain bids for the
provision of operating lease finance.
An operating lease is usually defined as including the provision of services in addition to the financing
of the asset, with the total risk of ownership (residual value and depreciation) remaining with the
lessor (finance company). Vehicle maintenance and repair can be included within such a contract.
BENEFITS

LIMITATIONS

Reduced need for capital funds as the initial
procurement cost of the asset is retrieved by the sale
at the same value to the lease company;

The contracted term of the lease will be limited, usually
to not more than 5 years;

Can include the cost of the vehicle, body and any
special equipment;

There is usually a limit on the utilisation of each
contracted asset/vehicle (and can often be no more
than 80,000 kms p.a. on a 5 year term);
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BENEFITS

LIMITATIONS

Can include partial body refurbishment/refitting as
required;

Once an asset is sold to a lease company and hired
to the lessee (NAS), the lessee has no interest in the
asset and cannot obtain/regain ownership;

The full risk of ownership/depreciation and residual
value is borne by the lease company (lessor);

Penalty charges are applied at the end of the contract
for excess kms (although these can be aggregated for
multiple contracts ending in the same period);

Vehicle maintenance and repairs can be included within
an operating lease contract;

Return conditions apply to the condition of the assets
returned at the end of the contract and restitution
charges may be applied;

All vehicular assets used/required by the NAS can be
provided through an operating lease including EAs,
ICVs and RRVs;

Premature termination of individual vehicle contracts
(e.g. for vehicles written off as unrepairable) can incur
punitive termination charges;

Maintenance of the body and mounted equipment
on specialist vehicles can be included;

Extensions to individual vehicle/asset lease agreements
can sometime be negotiated, but are usually at a high
rental premium, particularly if maintenance is included.

Rental/hire charges including maintenance if applicable
are fixed for the duration of each vehicle/asset hire
term (other than statutory taxes, duties and charges).

Where maintenance is to be included for contracts
on EAs and RRVs, specific maintenance requirements
(schedules/frequency etc) must be provided by the
lessee (NAS) to ensure that the standard of maintenance
provided on these vehicles and their equipment is
appropriate for their role;
The lease company (lessor) will be responsible for
determining who undertakes the maintenance and
where this is to be provided;
There will be exclusions from the fixed cost maintenance
contract (e.g. damage) which will provide an additional
cost;
A separate contract for the supply, maintenance and
repair of tyres may be required;
A separate contract will be needed for the maintenance
of all medical equipment carried on these leased/
maintenance vehicles;
Separate arrangements for the collection and delivery
of vehicles to/from the maintenance contractor(s) may
need to be negotiated.

20
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4.3.4 Contract Hire
Contract hire of vehicular assets is usually classified as an operating lease with similar benefits and
disadvantages, but over a shorter term and with the inclusion of more limited vehicle maintenance.
A separate tender would need to be published for the supply of vehicles on contact hire with
maintenance. Vehicles are procured and supplied by the hire company to the specification provided
by the NAS.
BENEFITS

LIMITATIONS

There may be a greater number of potential suppliers
for this form of service contract;

Limited to standard vehicle types without modification
or the installation of specialist equipment;

No requirement for capital funds as contract hire is
met from the revenue budget;

Only suitable for new vehicles not re-financing of
existing or partially refurbished NAS vehicles;

Appropriate for standard vehicle types, non-specialist
vehicles;

Vehicle maintenance provided will be limited only to
that required by the vehicle manufacturer;

Tyre renewal is normally included within the
maintenance agreement;

Lessee is responsible for arranging delivery and
collection for servicing and maintenance at the location
specified by the hire company;

The full risk of ownership/depreciation and residual
value is borne by the lease company (lessor);

Extensions to vehicle hire contracts are not usually
available;

Where the hire/rental charges are paid annually in
advance, instead of monthly/quarterly, the cost can be
reduced by the hire company to reflect its improved
cash flow through a reduction in the cost of each
instalment;

The contracted term of the lease will be limited, usually
to not more than 5 years;

Vehicle maintenance and repairs can be included within
an operating lease contract.

There is usually a limit on the utilisation of each
contracted asset/vehicle (this can often be no more
than 80,000 kms p.a. on a 5 year term);
Penalty charges are applied at the end of the contract
for excess kms (although these can be aggregated for
multiple contracts ending in the same period);
Return conditions apply to the condition of the assets
returned at the end of the contract and restitution
charges may be applied;
Premature termination of individual vehicle contracts
(e.g. for vehicles written off as unrepairable) can incur
punitive termination charges;
The lease company (lessor) will be responsible for
determining who undertakes the maintenance and
where this is to be provided;
There will be exclusions from the fixed cost maintenance
contract (e.g. damage) which will result in additional
cost.
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4.3.5 Loan Finance
The use of private sector finance to fund public sector assets and acquisitions is now widely practised
and often referred to as prudential borrowing.
Unsecured loans from banks and other financial organisations can be obtained by public sector bodies
at competitive interest rates. Loans are available at fixed or variable interest rates but where low rates
are available at the commencement of any loan then it is advisable for these to be negotiated at a
rate fixed for the term of the loan.
BENEFITS

LIMITATIONS

Loans can be obtained for varying amounts to meet the
borrower’s requirements and repayable over extended
terms if necessary;

The cost of loan finance is likely to be higher than
that for leased assets as there is no offset from capital
allowances;

Loan repayments are classified as revenue expenditure
and obtaining loans for asset/vehicle procurement can
reduce the need to provide capital funds;

Early settlement of loan finance is possible by payment
in full of the remaining capital amount.

The term of the loan does not have to match the asset
life expectancy;
Loan finance can be appropriate for funding all types of
asset/vehicle procurement, including specialist vehicles
and their mounted/installed equipment;
The process for asset/vehicle procurement is the same
as that for outright purchase, with the asset being
fully owned and included on the NAS balance sheet.

4.3.6 Lease Arrangements Including Maintenance
Many of the organisations providing lease financing can also include and manage vehicle maintenance,
although some do not.
Eir (formerly Eircom), which operates the largest vehicle fleet in Ireland with some 2,400 vehicles, including
many commercial and specialist types, currently outsources its vehicle provision and maintenance to
LeasePlan.
In the UK, the Emergency Ambulances used by the East of England Ambulance Service (EEAST) are
uniquely provided and maintained on Operating Leases, with a fixed cost maintenance contract.
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4.4 Recommended Actions
At this point, there is no definitive evidence which supports the adoption by the NAS of any of the
alternative financing options. There are significant concerns regarding a number of key factors:
u

The lack of clarity at this stage regarding the precise needs of the NAS in terms
of its future vehicle specifications;

u

The views of the HSE regarding the use of alternative financing options, and the implications
this may have for the acquisition of other capital assets across the HSE;

u

The need for the NAS to make decisions on how it wishes its vehicle maintenance
to be undertaken (see Section 6 below);

u

The relative immaturity of the private sector supply side in Ireland, and the consequences
this may have for competition and cost of lease financing;

u

The specific nature of the requirements of the NAS (i.e. complex, non-standard vehicles carrying
large amounts of equipment), and the perception that the provision and maintenance of
frontline ambulances may be risky.

The following actions are recommended:
I

NAS fleet financing options: The use of alternative financing options will depend on the precise
requirements of the NAS for the acquisition, maintenance and management of its fleet assets,
including consideration of the existing fleet. We would suggest that no immediate decisions are
taken on financing options until these requirements have been clarified, and new fleet management
arrangements put into position (including the appointment of an experienced lead manager for
fleet [see Section 5 below], whose views on these matters should be sought in order to assist the
decision-making process).

J

NAS fleet financing policy: The NAS should engage with the HSE in order to determine the policy
position regarding the use of alternative financing options, taking into account new arrangements
for multi-year capital funding.

K

NAS fleet financing supply side: The NAS should undertake or commission a detailed market
sounding exercise, in order to determine the maturity of the supply side to meet its requirements.
This will include an assessment of the availability of suppliers to meet NAS needs, and the likely costs
of alternative financing options.

L

NAS fleet financing business case: The NAS should develop detailed business case to support any
proposed alternative financing options, including a comprehensive assessment of all costs and benefits
(quantifiable and intangible) over a 10 year period, using net present value calculations. This business
case should form the basis for a final decision within the NAS on the most appropriate way forward.
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5 Fleet Management Arrangements
5.1 Management Requirements
There is a significant requirement for the NAS to enhance and strengthen its fleet management
arrangements, in recognition of the wider need for improvements across all aspects – vehicle availability
and deployment, maintenance, capital acquisition, resource management, etc.
At present, the NAS fleet management arrangements are based upon the historical practice of NAS
managers from a paramedic background taking on responsibilities for managing the fleet, either as a
full-time role or as part of wider operational duties. In our view, this type of arrangement is no longer
tenable: given the level of investment in the fleet and the critical need to keep front-line NAS vehicles
at a high level of operational reliability, there is a profound requirement for fleet management to be
led by a small team of dedicated, professional fleet managers with significant understanding and
experience/qualifications in the field of automotive engineering, working alongside colleagues with
sound operational and practical experience of paramedic care/ambulance service operations.
In developing new structures for fleet management within the NAS, it is important to recognise
that balance is required between expert professional experience of fleet management and detailed
understanding of NAS operations. In that context, we believe that it will be necessary for the NAS to
allocate overall fleet management responsibility to a senior fleet management professional with a good
balance of technical understanding, experience of managing a large and complex fleet, and the interpersonal skills required to engage with staff across the NAS and to operate in a collegiate manner. This
senior professional should be supported by a range of managers and specialist staff, including both
NAS senior managers and fleet professionals/technical specialists – the overall management group
should represent a combination of internal NAS resources and newly-appointed (external) people,
recognising that some of the skills and experience needed to manage the NAS fleet effectively in the
modern era are not currently present within the NAS.
This requirement cannot be met by allocating responsibility for fleet management to operational NAS
staff/senior paramedics in management roles, including those who may have some past technical or
mechanical experience (e.g. from a previous career).
In presenting this analysis, we are mindful that the NAS has not had the financial capacity to invest
in its fleet resources as it would have wished in recent years. There are clear deficits in the current
arrangements, not just in terms of physical assets but also in terms of the fleet management staffing
structures. We recognise that NAS managers and staff responsible for the fleet have contributed
significantly to keeping the fleet on the road (alongside other non-fleet duties), and have had to
manage under difficult and challenging circumstances in terms of resources. Recommendations for
strengthening the fleet management function are designed to enable the NAS to move to a position
of best practice reflecting the needs of a complex fleet in 2016 and beyond, and should in no way
be interpreted as criticism of the hard work and dedicated contributed by NAS managers and staff
in recent times.
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5.2 Proposed Fleet Management Central Structures for the NAS
Fundamental to the design of any new fleet management structures must be the recognition that
as the NAS is a single organisation operating across the State, its vehicle assets must be regarded
as available for the benefit of the organisation, and not specific to any location or area. Similarly,
uniformity must be central to the thinking of the NAS in relation to its fleet – all vehicles must be:
u

of standard specification (without local differences or opt-outs);

u

interoperable across all locations and areas;

u

fitted with the same equipment;

u

under the same maintenance arrangements, inspection schedules, etc;

u

available for transfer across the organisation.

Given the need for uniformity, and in recognition of the critical importance of the fleet to NAS
operations alongside the high capital value of fleet assets, we believe that central control of the NAS
fleet is an absolute prerequisite. At a practical level, this would involve:
u

creation of a new position of NAS Fleet Manager (grade to be evaluated, noting the seniority
of the position and the need to attract suitably experienced candidates);

u

the NAS Fleet Manager would report directly to the Director of the NAS, reflecting the
importance of the position and the need for fleet management to be corporate, rather
than “owned” by the operational NAS areas;

u

the NAS Fleet Manager would be supported by a small team of staff, all based
at NAS Headquarters, including the following:
n

Assistant Manager, Fleet Asset Management

n

Assistant Manager, Fleet Maintenance

n

Assistant Manager, Fleet Technology Projects

n

Assistant Manager, Fleet Finance and Resources

n

2 x Fleet Maintenance Controllers

n

Administrative support staff.

Figure 5.2: Suggested central NAS fleet management structures
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u

u

u

the NAS Fleet Manager would be a qualified fleet management professional with at least
10 years’ experience in the field of fleet management (ideally including emergency services),
and would hold the following key responsibilities:
n

overall strategic direction and planning for the NAS fleet

n

accountability for the effective deployment and utilisation of all NAS fleet assets

n

senior responsibility for fleet capital acquisition/procurement, including co-signing
with the NAS Director of all business cases for new acquisitions

n

acting as part of the NAS Leadership Team.

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Asset Management would preferably be a qualified fleet
management professional with at least 5 years’ experience in the field of fleet management
(including vehicle procurement), and would hold the following key responsibilities:
n

managing the life cycle of all fleet assets operated by the NAS

n

managing the procurement of all NAS vehicles, including development of specifications
and engagement with the Office of Government Procurement/HSE Health Business Services
on all purchasing and capital acquisition

n

managing the disposal of vehicles being retired from the NAS fleet

n

dealing with all matters related to fleet insurance, vehicle tax, etc

n

engaging with NAS operational managers to ensure that all fleet assets
are moved around as necessary to optimise their utilisation and availability.

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Maintenance would be a qualified fleet management
professional with at least 5 years’ experience in the field of fleet management (including
vehicle maintenance), and would hold the following key responsibilities:
n

developing a series of national maintenance contracts for all NAS fleet assets,
to ensure effective coverage by area/location, by vehicle type, by manufacturer etc

n

developing a series of national maintenance contracts for all major equipment items held
on/fitted to NAS ambulances, e.g. hydraulic lifts, stretcher trolleys, radios, light bars, etc2

n

developing maintenance schedules for all NAS fleet assets in line with industry standards
and with NAS operational requirements

n

engaging with the Office of Government Procurement/HSE Health Business Services
on the procurement of fleet maintenance service providers, ideally via multi-year
framework contracts

n

ensuring that all necessary fleet information is updated very regularly (i.e. at least weekly)
on a central fleet management information system, so that informed decisions can be made

n

overseeing the process by which fleet assets are booked in by local operational NAS staff
for scheduled maintenance, inspection visits, repairs etc

n

maximising the operational availability of the national NAS fleet by ensuring that all
vehicles are well maintained and are regularly inspected, serviced etc.

2 In Section 6 below, a series of options for NAS in terms of fleet maintenance, including various types of outsourcing were
discussed. For the purpose of this discussion, in relation to the immediate organisational structure needs of the NAS, we
are assuming that for the time being (at least), the NAS will continue to manage its fleet in-house and will outsource vehicle
and equipment maintenance to external service providers. This assumption does not preclude more radical options being
considered and decisions made in future.
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u

u

u

u

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Technology Projects would have experience in Information
Technology/Systems, Communications and Telematics and would hold the following key
responsibilities:
n

managing the development, implementation and roll-out of a new or improved
fleet management information system across the NAS

n

assisting the NAS Fleet Manager and other colleagues with the specification of NAS vehicles,
including specific focus on the use of new and emerging technology within NAS ambulances
and other vehicles

n

acting as the key liaison point between NAS senior clinical staff and the fleet management
function, for example to ensure that NAS vehicles are capable of carrying and operating
increasingly complex technology effectively and safely (e.g. communications equipment,
diagnostic systems, other IT systems etc)

n

researching new and emerging trends in emergency ambulance vehicles and supporting
assets (i.e. future “horizon scanning” to identify NAS fleet needs of the future)

n

assessing any ongoing changes/improvements/enhancements required to the existing
NAS fleet to keep it in line with changing technologies

n

taking lead responsibility for all technology-related projects with regard to the NAS
fleet (inc. liaison with HSE ICT personnel, etc).

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Finance and Resources would be a finance professional
(i.e. preferably a qualified accountant) holding the following key responsibilities:
n

financial management of the Fleet Department

n

accounting for all Capital and Revenue expenditure

n

preparing the Fleet Operating budget

n

recording, analysing and reporting all Fleet Costs, ideally through use of flash reports
at least weekly to all NAS managers with fleet resources

n

devolving fleet costs on an agreed basis to NAS Operational Areas
(where this is required by the adopted Fleet Policy).

2 x Fleet Maintenance Controllers:
n

these need to be qualified vehicle technicians who would be available for extended working
hours (e.g. early starts and late finishes on weekdays, with some weekend availability and
out-of-hours contact built in to their rosters)

n

the role would be office based, at the central NAS fleet management location

n

their key role would be to liaise with vehicle users (operational NAS staff) and maintenance
providers, authorising repairs on a daily basis. All vehicle repairs/workshop visits would be
authorised by the Maintenance Controllers, without exception.

Administrative Support Staff:
n

We would envisage a team of approximately 3 WTE administrative staff, reporting to
the Assistant Manager, Fleet Finance and Resources in respect of daily work allocation,
performance appraisal, approval of annual leave etc, but available to support all aspects
of the NAS central fleet management function.
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In relation to the filling of these positions, there is a significant need for additional skills and
experience to be introduced to the NAS, above and beyond that which is currently present within the
organisation. However, there are potential risks involved in bringing in a wholly new management
group to run the fleet function, and there needs to be an effective and cohesive set of working
relationships between existing NAS personnel and newly-appointed fleet professionals. For that
reasons, although a number of the positions outlined above are wholly new posts to be advertised
publicly, the NAS may also wish to consider the possibility of selecting internal resources to fill a
selected number of these positions and investing in the training of these individuals to fulfil their new
duties. The specific positions we have in mind are:
u

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Asset Management;

u

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Technology Projects.

Should any NAS personnel be selected to fill these positions, a dedicated training and development
programme would need to be agreed which would lead to the individuals concerned acquiring a
professional qualification in a relevant field within an agreed timeframe, funded by the NAS.
In addition, a number of other positions within the new fleet structure would be open to be filled by
NAS (or other existing HSE) personnel, including:
u

the Assistant Manager, Fleet Finance and Resources;

u

2 x Fleet Maintenance Controllers:

u

Administrative Support Staff.

Any appointment to these positions would be on the strict proviso that any successful applicant either
already holds, or is working to obtain, a defined mandatory qualification in a relevant field, and holds
experience related to the position.
On the basis of all of the above considerations, we therefore recommend the following action:
M

NAS fleet management: The NAS must give active consideration to the adoption of a central fleet
management structure based upon the recommendations presented in Section 5.2.

5.3 Fleet Management – Operational Areas
Each NAS operational area would need to assign a member of staff to act as the Liaison Officer
between Area Operations and the central fleet function. Over time, we would see this being a parttime responsibility, but in the short to medium term (i.e. over the next two years) the need may arise
for this responsibility to be full-time as the new arrangements recommended in this report are being
implemented.
The role of Liaison Officer would not be dissimilar to existing arrangements, but recognising that
the central fleet function has exclusive responsibility for management of the allocation of vehicles,
and for monitoring and reporting fleet performance. The Liaison Officer would be part of the area
operations team and would report through the operational management structure, but would also
have a reporting line to the central fleet function. During the implementation phase over the next
two years, we would envisage the Liaison Officer having a roving role to ensure that all aspects of the
recommendations contained in this report are being implemented across all NAS locations, and to
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provide quality assurance reporting back to the NAS Fleet Manager and to the Area Operations Manager
in respect of implementation progress. S/he would have a local troubleshooting role, engaging with
colleagues to work on speedy resolution of any teething problems, and also acting to help explain
the changes to operational colleagues and deal with any implementation issues arising at local level.
In addition to this implementation role, the Liaison Officer will also have a practical focus on day-today matters, including ensuring that vehicles are released for service inspections and maintenance
visits to the contracted garages, and that all vehicle issues (repairs, defects, investigations etc) are
communicated to the Fleet Maintenance Controllers in a timely fashion so that appropriate action
can be taken.
The Liaison Officer would also have prime local responsibility for ensuring that all fleet records are kept
up to date. This will also mean engaging with local operational staff (station managers, LEMTs etc)
on all fleet-related matters, including record-keeping, identification of maintenance and inspection
requirements, etc.
These responsibilities recognise that the role of the Liaison Officer is partly to act as the “eyes and ears”
at local level for the central fleet management team, spotting any issues or problems and acting quickly
to resolve them, and partly to work as part of the local operations team to ensure that the new fleet
management arrangements are bedded in and can meet the operational requirements of the NAS.
Moving to these arrangements will necessitate a cultural shift within the NAS. Whilst central control of
the fleet will necessarily involve less local discretion being available to operational managers regarding
the fleet, the standardisation of arrangements for vehicle provision and maintenance should result
in a higher quality of service being provided than is currently possible. It will require a high degree
of collaboration between central fleet management and local NAS operations, and some practical
flexibility, to ensure that these arrangements work well and do not become adversarial. Openness,
active communications and a strong sense of togetherness will be key to making this happen.
We recommend the following action:
N

NAS area operations: Each NAS operational area should appoint a Liaison Officer to take lead
responsibility for engaging with central fleet management, on a part-time basis.

O

Local responsibilities: Primary responsibility for local record-keeping on a central fleet database will
be held by local operational staff assigned to this duty. They will also be responsible for identifying
maintenance and inspection requirements in relation to locally-operated vehicle assets, and for relaying
such information to the Liaison Officer/central Fleet Controllers.

P

Culture: These new arrangements should involve the development of a collaborative working
relationship between central fleet management and local NAS operations personnel, with open and
regular communication and a flexible/proactive attitude amongst all staff, recognising the importance
of the fleet as a corporate resource. The Director of the NAS, supported by the NAS Leadership Team,
should ensure that such a culture is developed.
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5.4 Fleet Financial Information
At present, the NAS does not maintain effective financial information relating to fleet performance
and efficiency. Although basic financial transactions are captured on the HSE financial systems used
by the NAS, there is no standardised aggregation of data to facilitate the production, interrogation
or analysis of financial information in relation to such matters as:
u

running costs by individual vehicle, by vehicle type, by manufacturer/model etc

u

maintenance costs by individual vehicle, by vehicle type, by manufacturer/model etc

u

maintenance costs broken down by planned and unscheduled maintenance

u

costs by operational area, location etc

u

vehicle whole life costs

u

costs of fuel and consumables such as tyres, wiper blades, etc

u

costs of any accident damage

u

other such data as may be required by the NAS to enable it to reach informed decisions
regarding issues including vehicle retention, disposal, new vehicle acquisition and so forth.

The availability of reliable, accurate and up-to-date information in respect of maintenance costs
associated with each external supplier/garage will also facilitate proper comparison between suppliers.
This will be important from the perspective of fair competition.
When information such as that outlined above is available, it enables organisations such as the NAS to
undertake informed analysis and to identify which vehicle types are more cost-effective to acquire and
operate, what the optimum operating life is of a vehicle before it becomes prohibitively expensive to
run, and other salient features likely to be of interest to the NAS as part of the optimisation of its fleet.
However, it was not possible to undertake analysis of this nature, as the financial information held by
the NAS (and maintained on the HSE financial system) is not sufficiently detailed and is not broken
down by vehicle. Some local information on fleet costs is held by operational managers, typically on
Excel spreadsheets, but this data is typically patchy and is not sufficiently comprehensive or robust to
facilitate any effective analysis. In the absence of the financial data which we would generally require,
no meaningful financial analysis or assessment of NAS vehicle/fleet efficiency is possible.
Q
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NAS fleet financial information: The NAS should move quickly to develop an effective and robust
financial baseline in relation to its fleet. This will include developing a template for the financial
information required for the effective management of the fleet, and the gathering/collation of
necessary financial information broken down across an agreed list of cost headings and by vehicle,
type, manufacturer, model and such other criteria as deemed appropriate. This is a comprehensive
body of work which will require engagement with HSE Finance, and should accordingly be allocated
a high priority by NAS senior management.
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5.5 Fleet Management Information Systems
As reported in Section 2.2 above, the FleetWave system is not currently being used effectively across the
NAS, and does not offer good quality, reliable management information in respect of such vital areas
as vehicle availability, deployment, maintenance, history or costs. Much of the local decision-making
appears to be based upon independent local records held on Excel spreadsheets or paper files, and
the data contained therein is not aligned with the central data held on FleetWave.
This situation is clearly untenable and requires urgent attention. As a matter of priority, the NAS must
decide whether to persist with FleetWave (i.e. an updated version of the software rolled out across
the NAS, as the single means of managing fleet information), or to discontinue its use and acquire
a new system.
Recommendation C, as set out in Section 2.5 above, deals with this matter.

5.6 Fleet Policies and Procedures
5.6.1 Overview
In the absence of any formal or defined policies relating to the provision and operation of the NAS
fleet there is a clear need for such a policy to be defined to accurately inform the implementation
strategy and provide guidance to all those responsible in managing the fleet operation.
A suggested content for such a policy is outlined below although this should not be considered to be
either complete or exhaustive at this stage.
In many respects, the policy is likely to adopt and formalise some of the practices and procedures that
have become custom and practise and have been established within the NAS operational functions
currently responsible for managing the fleet.
There are, however, many aspects of the NAS fleet operation that have never benefitted from any clear
policies, or from dedicated professional management, to deliver an acceptable standard of performance
delivery and which reflect what is accepted as best practice in an emergency ambulance fleet.
The specification of EAs and the arrangements for their maintenance and repair are particular areas
of the fleet management function that have not been effectively managed and where the resulting
poor performance can in many cases be attributed to a lack of any policy guidance or performance
objectives.
The NAS fleet policy document should also include reference to the important role to be played
by consultative groups and those responsible for operating and using the vehicles in defining the
operational requirements and expected performance standards.
This is particularly relevant in ensuring that advances in technology and healthcare are incorporated
within the specification of ambulance vehicles to meet the NAS service objectives.
The establishment of an NAS policy on the provision and operation of its vehicle fleet must be viewed
as an essential first step in moving towards more effective management of this function.
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5.6.2 Suggested Content of NAS Fleet Policy Document
We suggest that the structure and content of an NAS Fleet Policy might be as follows:
SECTION
1

SECTION

Introduction

5

ITEM
Servicing, Maintenance and Repair
of Fleet Vehicles and Equipment

1.2

Policy statement

1.3

Scope of fleet policy

5.1

Fleet maintenance policy

1.4

Aims and objectives

5.2

Tyre policy

1.5

Glossary of terms used

5.3

Planned preventative maintenance

Fleet Management

5.4

Maintenance and repair standards

2.1

Governance and responsibility for the
management of fleet

5.5

Statutory vehicle and equipment
inspections and tests

2.2

Vehicle establishment and allocation

5.6

2.3

Vehicle operational specification

Vehicle cleaning and infection control
policy

2.4

Fleet location and dispersal

5.7

2.5

Reserve fleet

Maintenance of vehicle IT,
communication and data transmission
systems

2.6

Vehicle inventory and asset register

5.8

2.7

Fleet performance
performance indicators

Vehicle and equipment maintenance
schedules

5.9

Medical equipment maintenance

Data management

5.10

Maintenance service providers

Fleet Procurement and Disposal

5.11

Driver responsibilities

3.1

NAS fleet and equipment financial and
funding policy

5.12

Defect reporting procedure

5.13

Breakdown and recovery procedure

3.2

Procurement procedure

3.3

Vehicle and equipment technical
specification

6.1

Maintaining a fleet inventory and
database

3.4

Technical specification parameters

6.2

Fleet and asset management

3.5

Tender specifications for vehicles and
related equipment

6.3

Fleet performance data recording

3.6

Fleet replacement and renewal policy

6.4

Vehicle utilisation

3.7

Application of whole life costing
principles

6.5

Fleet availability

6.6

Fleet document control

3.8

NAS environmental policy

6.7

3.9

NAS fleet livery and marking policy

Vehicle statutory fees, licences, duties,
tolls

3.10

Vehicle disposal policy

6.8

Management of pool and multi-user
vehicles

6.9

Vehicle hire and rental

6.10

Vehicles not in use

2

2.8
3

4
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ITEM

and

key

Fleet Budget and Accounting

4.1

Transport fleet national accounting
policy and procedures

4.2

Fleet budget responsibility

4.3

Fleet expenditure authorisation levels

4.4

Management of maintenance costs

4.5

Management of fuel costs

4.6

Devolved fleet costs

6
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Fleet Administration

SECTION

ITEM

SECTION

ITEM

7

Operational Controls

11

7.1

Identification of vehicles

11.1

7.2

Transport safety policy

Use of emergency exemptions from
traffic regulations

7.3

Permitted use of NAS vehicles

11.2

Driving penalties,
prosecutions

7.4

No smoking policy

11.3

7.5

Driver/user responsibilities and driver
handbook

Driving licence endorsements,
revocation and disqualification

11.4

Payment of road tolls

7.6

Drivers hours and records of work

11.5

Driver representation

7.7

Passenger management

7.8

Passenger, patient and load – restraint
and security

7.9

Use of seat belts

7.10

Use of mobile phones and other
communication devices by drivers

7.11

Prevention of vehicle overloading

7.12

Parking of vehicles when not in use

7.13

Tyre punctures and roadside wheel
replacement

7.14

Transport of dangerous goods

7.15

International and cross-border travel
by NAS vehicles

8
8.1

Recruitment

8.2

Driver training

8.3

Emergency and response driving

8.4

Driving licence requirements

8.5

Driving authorisation and permit to
drive

8.6

Driving licence checks

8.7

Driver review and assessment

9

fines

and

12

Staff Transport

12.1

Public transport

12.2

Business use of employees’ private
vehicles

12.3

Use of pool or hire vehicles

12.4

Personal use of NAS fleet vehicles

13

Driver Management

Compliance

Health and Safety Policy

13.1

Transport and fleet operation – health
and safety policy statement

13.2

NAS staff – drug and alcohol policy

13.3

Management of occupational road risk

13.4

Risk assessment

13.5

Transport of dangerous goods

Fleet Insurance and Road Traffic
Incident Management

9.1

NAS motor vehicle insurance policy

9.2

Fleet insurance management

9.3

Incident reporting, recording and claim
management

9.4

Incident data recording and analysis

9.5

Incident investigation

10

Fuel Management

10.1

NAS vehicle fuel policy

10.2

Alternative fuels

10.3

Management of fuel supply contracts

10.4

Fuel use performance
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There is a significant body of work involved in the development of a fleet policy for the NAS, not just
in the preparation of the document, but in its roll-out across the organisation, including the provision
of appropriate training/familiarisation courses for all staff involved in using, administering or managing
the fleet.
Some aspects of the fleet policy are likely to be sensitive and will need careful handling by the NAS
senior management, including such matters as driver performance, incident reporting, and the personal
use of NAS vehicles.
The following is the recommendation made:
R
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NAS fleet policy: The NAS should engage external assistance to develop a fleet policy, based upon
tried and tested policy material from other relevant organisations. A small team of NAS personnel
should be involved in this process as a reference and oversight group, with particular focus on the
practical issues of fleet management and operations within the NAS, and on addressing any sensitive
matters included in the policy.
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6 Vehicle Maintenance Programme
6.1 Vehicle Maintenance Programme
Existing arrangements for the servicing, maintenance and repair of the NAS fleet are unsatisfactory
on several levels:
u

u

u

Cost
n

No records are maintained of the cost of maintaining the fleet at the vehicle
or equipment level;

n

In overall terms, the cost of maintenance and repairs (excluding fuel) as recorded in the
accounting systems for 2014 was €3.416 million. This equates to an average of €6,447
per vehicle for 488 vehicles, although this total includes all vehicles types and not only
the 260 EAs, 53 ICVs, 49 RRVs and 71 ORVs.

Availability
n

No records of fleet availability or loss of use (downtime) are maintained, and therefore
the attributed reports from all of the operational areas that the time lost due to frequent
and extended repairs on EAs cannot be verified;

n

Operational availability is maintained through the retention of 80 reserve EAs
to cover maintenance downtime and provide operational resilience;

n

Arrangement for the maintenance and repair of the mounted equipment and medical
devices on the EAs, ICVs and RRVs are also contributing to the high level of downtime.

Reliability
n

u

There is a well documented record of poor reliability of the EA fleet and failures in service,
which we believe is closely connected with the age of the fleet and lack of investment in
recent years.

Standards
n

Agreements for the outsourced maintenance are inadequate and uncoordinated,
and inefficiently managed, often resulting in poor standards of work, vehicle breakdowns
in service, excessive downtime and high costs (including loss of warranty benefit);

n

The lack of any fleet maintenance policy or NAS defined standards combined with
an absence of any effective contractor management has contributed significantly
to the unsatisfactory performance.

6.2 Fleet Maintenance Options
In principle there are several options available for the provision of vehicle maintenance although it
is important to recognise that the maintenance requirements of the EA and RV vehicles are more
comprehensive and specialised as well as demanding a higher standard than would apply to the more
standard vehicle types and which are not required to be used in a response role.
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Factors which need to be considered in determining the preferred option for the provision of
maintenance include:
u

the wide range of vehicle types currently in use by the NAS

u

the diversity of origin (sometimes arising from pre-HSE legacy arrangements) – there are
currently 20 vehicle manufacturers represented amongst the 488 vehicles in the fleet; ORVs
alone include 8 different manufacturers;

u

the level of local manufacturer representation by franchised dealerships and maintenance agents
in Ireland – e.g. for the 40 Subaru cars used nationally there are only 13 authorised dealer
locations in Ireland;

u

the proximity of available maintenance facilities to current NAS operating locations – there are
currently 248 operating locations within the 3 areas, and 50 locations with no more than 2
vehicles.

6.3 Options for the Provision of Vehicle Maintenance Services
6.3.1 Identification of Options
We have identified the following eight options for NAS fleet maintenance, which are described in
the paragraphs below:
u

Option 1: Local Service Agents – Franchised & Independent Workshops;

u

Option 2: Local Service Agents – Franchised & Independent Workshops on NAS Contract basis;

u

Option 3: Local Service Agents – Franchised & Independent Workshops on NAS Contract basis –
managed by third party Fleet Management service provider;

u

Option 4: Maintenance Contract with Vehicle Lease Company;

u

Option 5: Contract Hire vehicles with Maintenance;

u

Option 6: Outsourced Maintenance and management to sole contracted service provider;

u

Option 7: Public Sector Collaboration on Vehicle Maintenance;

u

Option 8: NAS Operated Workshop(s).

6.3.2 Option 1: Local Service Agents – Franchised & Independent Workshops [Current
Situation]
This option would involve:

36

u

Outsourced maintenance with SLA to workshops local to operating centres, usually but not
exclusively, to franchised dealers appropriate to the makes of vehicle operated at varying costs.

u

Maintenance is completed to manufacturers standard schedules at reduced intervals.
No contractual commitment.

u

Tyre repairs and replacements are contracted through the Mercedes 24/7 Breakdown
Assistance and other vehicle maintenance providers.

u

Bodywork and specialist EA/RRV equipment contracted to Patron SVS at contracted rates.

u

Medical equipment maintenance and equipment contracted to equipment suppliers
e.g. Critical Support, Cardiac Services, Oxygen Care.

u

All maintenance work and repairs are managed locally within areas by NAS operational
supervisors/managers without technical support or fleet maintenance data/history.
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6.3.3 Option 2: Local Service Agents – Franchised & Independent Workshops on NAS
Contract Basis
This option would utilise many of the same local service providers as at present, but subject to them
agreeing to maintain the vehicles and their equipment to NAS defined service schedules frequency
and standards at agreed costs.
The scope, content and procedures for the service work would be defined to ensure a high standard
of work appropriate to response vehicles.
Agents would be required to maintain the bodywork and specialist equipment such as hydraulic lifts
on EAs (medical equipment or IT would be excluded and continue with similar arrangements to the
present.)
Further conditions would be included within the service contract in relation to response times,
turnaround times, parts stockholding, use of components, use of oils and lubricants and the need for
agents to preserve any NAS warranty benefit even if not an authorised manufacturers service agent.
Vehicle collection and delivery arrangements would also be included within the contract.
Tyres and tyre maintenance would be the subject of a separate contract.
All servicing, maintenance and repair agents would be managed nationally by NAS technical staff
(see Section 5).
6.3.4 Option 3: Local Service Agents – Franchised & Independent Workshops on NAS
Contract basis – managed by 3rd party Fleet Management service provider
This option would be likely to utilise many of the same local service providers as present, but with all
servicing, maintenance and repair work managed by an independent professional fleet management
service provider. This would not be a fixed price maintenance agreement, but an “open-book”
arrangement with the ultimate risk on maintenance costs remaining with the NAS.
The task of maintenance management would be transferred to the fleet management service provider,
reducing the level of resource required by the NAS.
Services of this type are available in the UK, Europe and the USA from companies such as ARI Fleet
who have a UK based office in Chippenham, Wiltshire. It would, however, appear that there is not a
mature service provider market in Ireland at present, limiting the viability of this option.
6.3.5 Option 4: Maintenance Contract with Vehicle Lease Company
Where the NAS fleet is to be funded via operating lease and owned by a lease company (see Section 4
above) the maintenance can be included within a negotiated separate fixed cost maintenance contract
managed by the lease company.
The maintenance and repair services would be provided by local independent and franchised workshops
to standards defined by the NAS and included within the maintenance contract. The lease company
(lessor) would be responsible for determining who undertakes the maintenance and where this is to
be provided. Collection and delivery arrangements would need to be the subject of separate local
negotiations.
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Vehicle bodywork and specialist equipment including lighting systems and hydraulic lifts on EAs can
be included, as can tyre repairs and replacements. (Medical equipment or IT would be excluded and
need to be provided under similar arrangements to the present.)
This form of maintenance contract would be suitable for all types of vehicle used by the NAS but only
on new vehicles, from the date of supply.
Contract periods tend to be short and usually no longer than 5 years, with associated odometer reading
(kms) limits as on a fixed-cost agreement; the lease company would wish to limit its risk exposure to
unpredictable high repair costs.
There would be exclusions from the fixed cost maintenance contract (e.g. damage) which would
result in additional cost.
6.3.6 Option 5: Contract Hire Vehicles with Maintenance
Vehicles supplied to the NAS on contract hire (see Section 4) would typically have the maintenance
included within the fixed hire cost and managed by the hire company.
There would be maintenance exclusions from the fixed hire cost for damage, abuse and neglect which
can result in additional costs.
The maintenance and repair services would be provided by local independent and franchised workshops
to the vehicle manufacturers standards. Tyre replacement costs are normally included. The hire company
would be responsible for determining who undertakes the maintenance and where this is to be
provided. Collection and delivery would remain the responsibility of the user (NAS).
This form of contract is not suited to specialist vehicles such as EAs and RRVs which require a more
specific type of maintenance. It is more suited to standard types of vehicle which are not used in a
response role.
Hire contract periods tend to be shorter and usually no longer than 3-4 years, with associated odometer
reading (kms) limits, excess mileage charges and stringent return conditions which can result in high
termination costs for vehicles returned in poor condition.
6.3.7 Option 6: Outsourced Maintenance and Management to Sole Contracted Service
Provider
Outsourcing the management and maintenance of the fleet to a single private sector service provider,
as practised by some UK emergency services, notably the London Metropolitan Police Service and even
the UK Defence Forces for its “white fleet”, can a be cost-effective option that is well suited to the
delivery of maintenance standards necessary for a fleet that includes specialist and response vehicles.
Unfortunately the established UK service providers such as Babcock International, Serco and Venson do
not have existing workshops in Ireland that would enable them to provide these services or to respond
to a tender for their provision. Furthermore, there do not appear to be any comparable organisations
in Ireland that could bid for or undertake the provision of this service nationally.
Whilst the NAS could contract with a single vehicle manufacturer for the maintenance and repair
of its fleet in Ireland, service delivery would then be delegated to their local franchised dealerships.
These dealerships are independently owned and would not therefore be a party to any contract the
NAS established with the manufacturer, leading to a potentially major issue regarding how effective
the management and control of the maintenance and repair work would be.
38
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Maintenance of other makes of vehicle in these workshops would continue to be an issue as recently
experienced by the NAS.
The management challenges associated with this option are compounded by the number of vehicle
manufacturers (20) represented in the current NAS fleet.
6.3.8 Option 7: Public Sector Collaboration on Vehicle Maintenance
Whilst there are a number of examples of public sector bodies and emergency services collaborating
on the provision and use of joint vehicle maintenance workshops within the UK, there appears to be
little scope within Ireland for the NAS to participate in any similar arrangement.
Fire service workshops, with the exception of Dublin Fire Brigade who do maintain their own fleet of
Emergency Ambulances, are generally limited in size and lack the necessary resources to undertake
maintenance to the required standard on the majority of vehicle types used by the NAS.
An Garda Síochána currently outsource the maintenance of their police vehicles.
Local authorities – many of whom outsource their fleet maintenance – are generally not resourced or
equipped to maintain the specialised EAs and RRVs used by the NAS.
6.3.9 Option 8: NAS Operated Workshop(s)
This option would involve fleet maintenance being carried out in NAS operated workshops.
Whilst the NAS currently employs 3-4 vehicle mechanics and has three workshop bays at separate
locations, these are not currently utilised to any significant extent for the maintenance of the NAS fleet.
The establishment of an NAS workshop has some benefits in theory, being able to provide a high
standard of bespoke maintenance services for EAs and RRVs including much of the specialist equipment
carried on these vehicles and reducing the dependence on external contractors.
For the current fleet size, the number of vehicle technicians required is estimated to be at least 15
within a single, central workshop and more than this if multiple workshops are established, due to
their reduced efficiency and the need for increased supervisory staff. This number could be reduced
by up to 20% if the workshop was dedicated to maintaining only EAs and Response Vehicles, with
the more standard vehicle types continuing to have their maintenance outsourced.
A single workshop, even if optimally located to service the greatest concentration of vehicles, would
still impose considerable logistics costs and incur increased downtime when transferring vehicles for
maintenance and repair.
A minimum of three or four workshops would be required to provide the service level needed and to
reduce the logistics costs and downtime, but would cost more to establish and operate.
Whilst there are numerous examples of public sector workshops in existence, including within the UK
Ambulance Services, to operate efficiently these generally rely on the fleet size having a minimum critical
mass and a substantial proportion of the maintained fleet being located in an area of population density.
The construction of one or more NAS workshops, together with the recruitment of qualified and
competent technicians with relevant experience, would require a significant investment which it is
considered is unlikely to be justified in terms of the cost reduction and improvement in service level
that could be achieved.
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6.4

Option Assessment

It is clear that the present arrangements for vehicle maintenance within the NAS need to be significantly
improved. This issue is linked closely with the management of the NAS fleet, which is recommended
to come under central control, led by an NAS Fleet Manager, and also including the appointment of
an Assistant Manager responsible for Fleet Maintenance, and two dedicated Maintenance Controllers.
At present, the optimum solution for the NAS with regard to its fleet maintenance is to adopt Option
2 as outlined above – having a network of local service agents (i.e. franchised and independent
workshops) providing vehicle maintenance services to the NAS on a contract basis.
In essence, this involves a more standardised and effective service model than at present, but is
incremental – the NAS can transition to this model relatively smoothly, although much work needs to
be done in respect of the specification and procurement process.
The adoption of Option 2 does not necessarily rule out a move towards a more radical alternative in
future, for example the outsourcing of all aspects of fleet management, control and maintenance
– similar to the arrangement used by the Metropolitan Police Service in London, for whom Babcock
provide a turnkey service of high quality. However, the market in Ireland is too immature at present
to enable such an alternative to warrant serious consideration, although it may be an issue which
the NAS would wish to revisit in future, should Option 2 not deliver the desired results in practice.
The following is the recommendation made:
S
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Standardise NAS fleet maintenance: the NAS should adopt a standard national approach for fleet
maintenance, whereby all vehicle maintenance activities are provided by franchised agents on the
basis of national contracts. Work should commence immediately to specify and procure these services
to meet the specific requirements of the NAS.
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7 Trends in Vehicle Technology
7.1 Overview
Whilst many of the issues faced by the NAS in terms of its fleet are pressing and require speedy
resolution, the pace of technological change is fast and getting faster: the NAS must therefore attempt
to balance its immediate/short-term actions alongside considerations of medium to longer-term
developments in fleet technology.
A significant element of this will be the appointment of an Assistant Manager, Fleet Technology Projects,
part of whose role would include analysis of future opportunities for harnessing new technology
within the NAS, and for turning into practice those where investment can be justified through robust
business case assessments.
The following paragraphs outline some of the technology trends which are likely to impact on the
NAS and other ambulance services, and which need to be considered as part of the development of
the NAS fleet management function.

7.2 Trend 1 – Pace of Change
The replacement cycle and lifespan of physical vehicles will often cross timeframes which see multiple
new technological additions. The onset of greater technology is adding pressure to vehicle manufacturers
to adapt their model cycles to be friendlier to software upgrades. Ever more vital software content
has also accelerated the pace of change in products and features. Whereas the time frame for new
vehicle launches is typically in cycles of 3-5 years, the cycle for new software iterations, often driven
by interactivity with mobile devices, is measured in months.
Issue for consideration by NAS: examine the merits/efficacy/cost-effectiveness of procuring modular and
portable in-vehicle technology, which may allow upgrades to be more readily undertaken without reliance on
interfaces with vehicle hardware and mechanics. This may also assist with retrofitting of technology and in
ensuring cross fleet homogeneity and compatibility.

7.3 Trend 2 – Integration
The next step in vehicle manufacturing is integration with communication technology (vehicles
with constant internet access, always current GPS etc and greater safety features with advanced
collision avoidance technology). Accordingly, there is a trend to integrate and interface the multiple
communication and technology products within vehicles and for fleet management. For example
currently there is no interface between ATSR and FleetWave, or any other fleet management system,
or any of the NAS finance systems.
Improved technology integration will provide better access to patient records and specialist clinician
input. It will also improve communication by establishing robust links to receiving hospitals, through a
standard interface used to send patient data instantaneously. Such a system would not only improve
patient care but also reduce medical errors. Frequently new technology developments are not required
but simply the integration of what is already available on an ‘off the shelf’ basis, with an element of
future-proofing through design and procurement.
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Diagnostics and treatment technologies, electronic equipment and user interfaces/displays are currently
not standardised. Technology integration will improve communications and the overall efficiency of
clinical care provided by both paramedics and by hospital-based medical and nursing professionals.
Incorporating modern diagnostic technologies, standard interfaces and a single keyboard and screen
for data input will potentially help to reduce medical errors and improve patient care. Ambulance
availability could also be increased as a result of fewer journeys to A&E.
Issue for consideration by NAS: examine these issues as part of wider “Smart Ambulance” analysis, as
described in Section 7.6 below.

7.4 Trend 3 – Future Telematics
As well as integrating different technology products to maximise value, there are also some notable
emerging telematics products which the NAS may wish to consider.
u

Light-bar – The driver’s behaviour is monitored through an in-cab light bar, which alerts
them when specific harsh driving events are detected, including rapid acceleration, braking
and cornering, idling of the engine and speeding. The light bar then notifies the driver to
the degree of which they have exceeded a driving event in real-time, allowing for an instant
rectification. This is not intended as a tool to tell employees that they are bad drivers, but
simply to point out where they can make small changes to become more efficient.

u

Customer ETA – used increasingly by delivery companies to alert customers when their
deliveries are a certain distance from the delivery location. Such could equally be adapted to
alert the 999 caller and hospital when the ambulance/patient is a certain distance or time away.

u

Resource Mobilisation – Enables real-time, bi-directional exchange of incident data, mapping
and routing information, messaging, status updates and alerts between the control centre and
the vehicle

u

Electronic Patient Care Reporting – uses configurable care pathways for optimised fast and
accurate point-of-care data capture, empowers paramedics to make informed decisions and
interventions, and enables bi-directional real-time transfer of data with control rooms, hospital
and other specified locations.

Issue for consideration by NAS: examine these issues as part of wider “Smart Ambulance” analysis, as
described in Section 7.6 below. The NAS should also consider use of existing technologies such as Satnav
systems, which combined with the use of Eircode references could provide better ability to pinpoint the
location of the patient/caller.
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7.5 Trend 4 – Mechanical Changes
There is a trend for tighter standards in relation to emissions and fuel efficiency. One way to meet the
tighter standards is to reduce weight by substituting lighter materials e.g. this is evidenced by Ford’s
decision to replace a substantial amount of steel with aluminium in the 2015 version of its F-150
pickup truck. Additionally, downsized engines are lighter than conventional engines, thereby reducing
vehicle mass and improving vehicle fuel consumption.
Whilst the identification of problems associated with lighter materials and downsized engines are rare
when the vehicles are used in mainstream scenarios, there may be a wider impact when considering
the high usage and extreme operating environment for ambulances. Furthermore as these changes
become commonplace the sourcing and purchasing of more robust vehicles prior to fit out may be
problematic.
Issue for consideration by NAS: monitor these issues closely as part of the specification of new NAS vehicles.
Analysis of the utilisation of the existing NAS fleet, and associated costs and performance issues – including
fuel – should also be undertaken with these future opportunities in mind.

7.6 Trend 5 – Smart Ambulance
The European Smart Ambulance Project has the stated objective of designing and building a 21st
century prototype emergency ambulance vehicle which will allow frontline clinicians to provide more
high-level patient care on-scene and thus help reduce the number of unnecessary hospital transports
currently made by ambulance services across the EU. It builds on the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design’s
involvement in the Smart Pods research study completed in 2009.
A video showing how the London Ambulance Service has benefited from the Smart Ambulance
concept through the design of new vehicles can be viewed on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=44naEzXh_24
SEAPP supports a trend to manage and reduce A&E admissions and to treat patients as much as
possible within the community. The project team aims to create a mobile treatment unit, not only
capable of combined patient transport and treatment, but which will also create a patient treatment
area which will maximise space, minimise the risk of infection, reduce hospital admissions and handover
times, decrease overall costs and, most importantly, offer an overall safer environment for patients
and clinicians alike.
The SAEPP project has most recently been in Phase 0, ‘Curiosity Driven Research’. This was due to
reach an end on the 30th August 2015 and was broadly focused across 4 categories:
u

Hygiene and Cleaning and Patient Experience;

u

Layout and Arrangement and Patient Accessibility;

u

Equipment Integration and Communication (Including ‘reliable communications
with relevant medical personnel’ and ‘accessible patient data’);

u

Stock Control and Sustainability.

Issue for consideration by NAS: SEAPP is a major European project and the NAS should consider how best
it can become actively involved in the work of SEAPP.
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7.7 Overall Recommendation
On the basis of the above considerations, the following recommendations are made:
T
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Evaluate smart ambulance technology: the appointment of an Assistant Manager responsible
for fleet technology projects will provide specific focus on all issues connected with the European
smart ambulance initiative, and the NAS should become proactively involved in the European Smart
Ambulance Project, with a view to ensuring that the NAS can evaluate effectively the benefits arising
from new technologies and can determine how best these may be addressed, both with regard to
new vehicle specifications and in respect of the modification of existing ambulances.
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8 Consolidated Action Plan
8.1 Overview
As reported in Sections 1 to 7 above, the current arrangements for fleet management, maintenance,
operational control, vehicle acquisition and disposal, and other related aspects require major
strengthening, and do not enable the NAS to exercise adequate control over what is such a critical
resource. Significant change is required.
Part of the solution will be the appointment of a new NAS Fleet Manager with specific responsibility
for the fleet, supported by a central team of dedicated and experienced fleet professionals. Time,
however, is of the essence if the NAS is to be able to address the current shortcomings in the serious
and expeditious manner. Given that the new NAS Fleet Manager would be an external appointment
(as there are no suitably qualified candidates currently employed within the NAS), it is estimated that
it may take 3 to 6 months for a suitable candidate to be appointed, taking into account standard
recruitment times and any notice period which may need to be served. We would expect that the
same would apply to the Assistant Manager positions within the central fleet function.
Furthermore, given the time which would be required for these new managers to become fully
familiarised with the NAS, it would be unreasonable to expect them to have any serious capacity to
start implementing the recommendations included in this action plan until perhaps one or two months
after taking up their new positions.
We therefore recommend that the NAS consider bringing in external support to make an immediate
start with implementing many of the recommendations contained in this action plan. This will provide
the new NAS Fleet Manager and his/her team with a substantial body of material (e.g. fleet inventory,
new vehicle specifications, draft fleet policy, etc) which they can start to implement immediately,
providing a solid platform for making good progress.

8.2 Prioritisation of Recommendations
In this document, 20 key recommendations have been presented, for NAS to consider in respect of the
management and operation of its fleet. Given that the present arrangements are unfit for purpose,
there is an urgency for the NAS to address these issues without unnecessary delay. Consequently, the
majority of the recommendations are high priority, with one (Recommendation M, the adoption of a
new central fleet management structure) being rated as urgent.
In the table presented overleaf, the 20 recommendations are presented alongside the priority rating
assigned, and suggested timescales for implementation. This is followed by a high-level Gantt chart
setting out the proposed timescales for each of the 20 recommendations.
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Ref.

Recommendation

Priority

Timescales

A

Fleet Census: The NAS should undertake a fresh, comprehensive census of its
fleet, covering both standard information (such as registration, fleet number,
manufacturer, type/model, odometer reading, location, equipment carried etc)
and an independent technical assessment of the condition of each vehicle.

High

Q3 2017- Q4 2017

B

Technical Assessment: The technical assessment might be done as a separate
exercise (for the whole of the fleet), or at the time of the next service/maintenance
visit – a standard template should be used and this should be subject to close
quality control to ensure accuracy and objectivity. This work should be undertaken
by individuals suitably qualified and experienced (i.e. not by non-technical NAS
or HSE personnel).

High

Ongoing

C

Fleet Management Software: The NAS should review the use of the FleetWave
system to determine whether it meets its current and emerging requirements,
and either upgrade it to current available functionality for use across the
organisation, or replace it with an alternative. Whichever option is chosen, the
use of Excel spreadsheets and local fleet records must be discontinued and the
chosen fleet management system must become the exclusive basis for all fleet
data recording and data access, in addition to being integrated with a single
accounting system. (This recommended action is connected to the actions set
out in Section 5 below regarding fleet management within the NAS.)

High

Q1 2018 - Q4 2019

D

Fleet Size – EAs: The NAS should examine its specific operational requirements
in the context of the capacity review, with a view to reducing the number of
EAs required from the present 260 to 240 (or greater, if possible/safe). Account
should also be taken of the provision of emergency ambulances services in
Dublin by DFB, and any impact which this may have on the NAS.

High

Q1 2018 - Q3 2018

E

Fleet Size – RRVs: The NAS should assess the number of RRVs required and
their deployment locations in combination with the capacity review and
any associated estimation of the number of EAs required to meet changing
operational requirements, with a view to potential reductions.

High

Q1 2018 - Q3 2018

F

Fleet Size – ORVs: The NAS should examine the benefits of retaining the 71
ORVs in a part-time response role, in the light of the Lightfoot Capacity Review.

High

Q3 2017 - Q1 2018

G

Fleet Size – specialist and support vehicles: The NAS should give serious
consideration to reducing/consolidating the number of these vehicles, given
their very low utilisation and high average age.

High

Q3 2017 - Q4 2017

H

Vehicle retirement and replacement policy: The NAS should develop an
appropriate, evidence-based policy for vehicle retirement and replacement
by type, based upon the indicative considerations set out above, and taking
account of the new arrangements for multi-year capital funding. Consideration
should be given to the disposal of the small number of response motorcycles
operated by the NAS.

High

Q3 2018 - Q4 2018

I

NAS fleet financing options: The use of alternative financing options will depend
on the precise requirements of the NAS for the acquisition, maintenance and
management of its fleet assets, including consideration of the existing fleet.
No immediate decisions should be taken on financing options until these
requirements have been clarified, and new fleet management arrangements
put into position (including the appointment of an experienced lead manager
for fleet [see Section 5 below], whose views on these matters should be sought
in order to assist the decision-making process).

Medium

Commencing in Q3
2018
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Ref.

Recommendation

Priority

Timescales

J

NAS fleet financing policy: The NAS should engage with the HSE in order to
determine the policy position regarding the use of alternative financing options,
taking into account new arrangements for multi-year capital funding.

Medium

Commencing in Q3
2018

K

NAS fleet financing supply side: The NAS should undertake a detailed market
sounding exercise, in order to determine the maturity of the supply side to meet
its requirements. This will include an assessment of the availability of suppliers
to meet NAS needs, and the likely costs of alternative financing options.

Medium

Commencing in Q3
2018

L

NAS fleet financing business case: The NAS should develop detailed business case
to support any proposed alternative financing options, including a comprehensive
assessment of all costs and benefits (quantifiable and intangible) over a 10 year
period, using net present value calculations. This business case should form the
basis for a final decision within the NAS on the most appropriate way forward.

Medium

Commencing in Q3
2018

M

NAS fleet management: The NAS should give active consideration to the adoption
of a central fleet management structure based upon the recommendations
presented in Section 5.2.

URGENT

Q2 2017 - Q2 2018

N

NAS area operations: Each NAS operational area should appoint a Liaison
Officer to take lead responsibility for engaging with central fleet management,
on a part-time basis.

High

Q2 2018 - Q4 2018

O

Local responsibilities: Primary responsibility for local record-keeping on a central
fleet database will be held by local operational staff assigned to this duty. They
will also be responsible for identifying maintenance and inspection requirements
in relation to locally-operated vehicle assets, and for relaying such information
to the Liaison Officer/central Fleet Controllers.

High

Q2 2017 - Q4 2018

P

Culture: These new arrangements should involve the development of a
collaborative working relationship between central fleet management and
local NAS operations personnel, with open and regular communication and a
flexible/proactive attitude amongst all staff, recognising the importance of the
fleet as a corporate resource. The NAS Director should personally ensure that
such a culture is developed.

High

Commencing in Q3
2018

Q

NAS fleet financial information: The NAS should move quickly to develop an
effective and robust financial baseline in relation to its fleet. This will include
developing a template for the financial information required for the effective
management of the fleet, and the gathering/collation of necessary financial
information broken down across an agreed list of cost headings and by vehicle,
type, manufacturer, model and such other criteria as deemed appropriate. This is
a comprehensive body of work which will require engagement with HSE Finance,
and should accordingly be allocated a high priority by NAS senior management.

High

Commencing in Q3
2018

R

NAS fleet policy: The NAS should engage external assistance to develop a
fleet policy, based upon tried and tested policy material from other relevant
organisations. A small team of NAS personnel should be involved in this process
as a reference and oversight group, with particular focus on the practical issues
of fleet management and operations within the NAS, and on addressing any
sensitive matters included in the policy.

High

Q1 2017 - Q4 2017
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Ref.

Recommendation

Priority

Timescales

S

Standardise NAS fleet maintenance: the NAS should adopt a standard national
approach for fleet maintenance, whereby all vehicle maintenance activities
are provided by franchised agents on the basis of national contracts. Work
should commence immediately to specify and procure these services to meet
the specific requirements of the NAS.

High

Q2 2018 - Q4 2018

T

Evaluate smart ambulance technology: the appointment of an Assistant Manager
responsible for fleet technology projects will provide specific focus on all issues
connected with the European smart ambulance initiative, and we recommend
that the NAS should become proactively involved in the European Smart
Ambulance Project, with a view to ensuring that the NAS can evaluate effectively
the benefits arising from new technologies and can determine how best these
may be addressed, both with regard to new vehicle specifications and in respect
of the modification of existing ambulances.

Medium

Q1 2018 - Q2 2018
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8.3 Implementation Timescales and Resources
The 20 recommendations included in this action plan are illustrated as follows in terms of proposed
implementation timescales:
2016
Q1

Q2

2017
Q3

Q4

Q1

Recommendation A

Fleet census

Recommendation B

Fleet technical assessment

Recommendation C

Review fleet management software

Recommendation D

Review fleet size – EAs

Recommendation E

Review fleet size – RRVs

Recommendation F
Recomm. G

Q2

Q4

Review fleet size – ORVs

Review fleet size – EAs

Recommendation H

Vehicle retirement and replacement policy
NAS fleet financing options

Recommendation I

NAS fleet financing policy

Recommendation J

NAS fleet supply side

Recommendation K

NAS fleet financing business case
Recomm. M

Q3

Recommendation L

NAS fleet management structures

Recommendation N

NAS area operations – fleet responsibilities

Recommendation O

NAS local responsibilities – fleet

Recommendation P

NAS fleet management culture

Recommendation Q

NAS fleet financial information

Recommendation R

NAS fleet policy

Recommendation S

Standardise NAS fleet maintenance

Evaluate Smart
Ambulance technology

Recommendation T

Ultimately, the resources required to make these new arrangements work within the NAS must be
internal, and it is imperative that the NAS urgently addresses the requirement (Recommendation M) for
a new central fleet management function to be established, staffed by experienced fleet professionals
with the requisite technical and managerial skills. However, bearing in mind the need to make urgent
progress and the likelihood that it will take 3 to 6 months to recruit these new staff, along with a
further period of acclimatisation, the need also exists for external resources to be engaged to commence
this work and to ensure that a substantial body of material can be provided for the new central fleet
management team when they take up office. This will provide for a suitable skills transfer process to
apply, and will enable the NAS to maintain momentum in this vital area.
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